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- Learn what you need to know to make streaming work — from content capture and creation to distribution and management
- Get in-depth training on online video technology and applications in intensive preconference seminars
- Learn about the new business and distribution models for online video
- Gain access to the Exhibit Hall featuring major streaming and online video vendors
- Network with your colleagues, peers, and experts in online video
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Streaming Media West includes over 100 speakers in 32 sessions and presentations covering Business, Technology, and Content subjects. Learn first hand how leading companies are successfully utilizing online video technologies for B2C and B2B applications.

Based on previous attendee feedback, this year’s conference sessions feature more video demonstrations showcasing real-world examples of content in action. Streaming Media West also features cutting-edge exhibitors and intensive conference program seminars that showcase the best and the brightest minds in the streaming media industry—at the podium, in the exhibit hall, and among the attendees!

Welcome to Los Angeles, enjoy the conference and please let us know if we can assist you at any time.

Dan Rayburn
Conference Chairman & Executive Vice President
StreamingMedia.com

General Information

Location Key
Track A  I Los Angeles
Track B  I Beverly Hills
Track C  I Pacific/Palisades

Continental Breakfast & Breaks
A continental breakfast will be provided for conference attendees each morning before the keynote session from 8:00 a.m. – 9:00 a.m. Check your program for additional morning and afternoon break times and locations.

Exhibit Hall Hours
Tuesday, November 8 ........................................10:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Networking Reception ..................................5:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday, November 9 ................................10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Email Stations  Sponsored by Clipstream
Email stations will be available for attendee use in the Exhibit Hall during regular exhibit hall hours.

Power Lounges  Sponsored by edgecast
Need a place to power up your laptop or other mobile device? Visit the power lounges located in the exhibit hall. (Device chargers not provided.)

Networking Reception in the Exhibit Hall  Sponsored by Adeo
Tuesday, November 8  5:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.
Join your fellow conference attendees, speakers, and exhibitors on Tuesday evening for a special networking reception. Enjoy light hors d’oeuvres and drinks while getting a firsthand look at the leading software, hardware, and network solutions and services in the streaming media industry.

Streaming Media Magazine’s Readers’ Choice Awards Luncheon
Wednesday, November 9  12:45 p.m.  Los Angeles Ballroom
Join Streaming Media magazine for lunch as they honor the winners of the 4th annual Readers’ Choice Awards.

Red Carpet Interviews  Brought to you by Front Porch Digital
Visit the Red Carpet stage in the Exhibit Hall where StreamingmediaTV will be interviewing key speakers, attendees, and vendors. Much of what breaks at the show is announced here first! After the show, watch all the video interviews at www.streamingmedia.com/StreamingMediaTV. Have an announcement or a specific topic you’d like to discuss on Streaming MediaTV during the show? Email our Editor, erics@streamingmedia.com with your request ... we’ll make you famous.

Streaming Sessions
All conference sessions will be archived and available on-demand after the conference at www.streamingmedia.com/videos.
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MONDAY  

WELCOME & OPENING KEYNOTE  
Susan Panico, Senior Director, PlayStation Network

COFFEE BREAK in the exhibit hall

TRACK A  
Los Angeles Room

A101 Facebook: Transforming the Future of Online Media

A102 Google TV Demo: The New World of Smart TVs

LUNCH BREAK visit the exhibit hall

A103 Simplifying the Multiformat Video Workflow

A104 Data vs. Content: Who’s the Real Star of Online Video?

COFFEE BREAK in the exhibit hall

A105 Traditional TV vs. the Connected Living Room – Who Will Win?

A106 How Old Media Is Embracing Online Video and New Media

TUESDAY  

COFFEE BREAK in the exhibit hall

TRACK B  
Beverly Hills Room

B101 How the Cable Industry Is Changing the Way Video Is Delivered

B102 Driving Video Views & Engagement With SEO & Social Media

LUNCH BREAK visit the exhibit hall

B103 An Open Dialogue Between Video Ad Buyers and Sellers

B104 How-To: Technical Set-Up of Live Streaming Production

COFFEE BREAK in the exhibit hall

B105 Making a Living on YouTube

B106 How Streaming Video Is Changing the Television Landscape

WEDNESDAY  

KEYNOTE  
Matthew Strauss, SVP, GM, Comcast Interactive Media

COFFEE BREAK in the exhibit hall

TRACK A  
Los Angeles Room

A201 Cranking Up the Content Machine

A202 The Business of Premium Online Video

A203 Strategies for Preparing Your Video for Tablets and Mobile Devices

LUNCH BREAK visit the exhibit hall

A204 How Old Media Is Embracing Online Video and New Media

TRACK B  
Beverly Hills Room

B201 Best Practices for Live Streaming

B202 Cutting the Cord On TV: Will Online Video Really Lead to Cable’s Demise?

B203 How Streaming Video Is Changing the Television Landscape

COFFEE BREAK in the exhibit hall

B204 How Old Media Is Embracing Online Video and New Media

GET CONNECTED!  
Ramp up your Streaming Media West experience by connecting with other attendees and speakers today.  
DON'T MISS A MOMENT!
**SM1 - Encoding for Flash, Mobile, and HTML5**

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. • Olympic Ballroom I, Plaza Level

Learn the technological fundamentals behind encoding for both H.264 and WebM formats. You'll learn how to encode H.264 for HTML5 distribution and streaming to iOS and other mobile devices, as well as how to encode it for Flash, including live, on-demand, and RTMP, as well as HTTP-based adaptive streaming. For WebM, you'll learn the basics of on-demand streaming, plus get a look at live WebM encoders. Finally, you'll learn how the various H.264 and WebM encoding tools compare in regards to performance, quality, and features.

PRESENTER: Jan Ozer, Principal, Doceo Publishing

---

**SM2 - Live Broadcasting: How-To Examples Using the Microsoft Media Platform**

9:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. • Olympic Ballroom II, Plaza Level

If you need to create live broadcasts with the Microsoft Media Platform, this is the workshop for you. We'll walk through how-to demonstrations for multiple live video scenarios, including live camera feeds, screen captures, multiple sources, on-site encoding, interstitial advertising, rough cut video editing, and more. We'll also cover cloud-based encoding/transcoding, CDN delivery, intranet caching, SharePoint portals, live DVR playback, several flavors of dynamic adaptive streaming over HTTP, and delivering to Apple iOS and Android devices.

PRESENTER: Chris Knowlton, Senior Program Manager, Microsoft

---

**SM3 - Video Production for Streaming**

1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. • Olympic Ballroom I, Plaza Level

Producing top-quality Web video involves multiple skills, including setting the scene (choosing your backgrounds, clothing, and positioning); lighting; shooting the video; scaling and preprocessing the video to the target resolution; and finally, encoding. This seminar illustrates each step with real-world examples and checklists for encoding into Flash and Windows Media formats. It will outline procedures and describe how producing for the Web differs from producing for broadcast, DVD, and other more traditional distribution outlets.

PRESENTER: Jan Ozer, Principal, Doceo Publishing

---

**SM4 - Using Adobe Flash Media Server to Deliver Live and On-Demand Video**

1:30 p.m. – 4:30 p.m. • Olympic Ballroom II, Plaza Level

Adobe's Flash Media Server offers a unique combination of powerful streaming and a flexible environment for creating and delivering engaging media experiences to the broadest possible audience. Attendees will learn about HD-quality video, integrated live video streams, delivery to mobile devices (including iOS), and deeper interactivity through an extensible plug-in architecture. This session will also cover new features that include enhanced content protection with encrypted streaming, increased performance, and new logging/measurement tools to maximize the return on content investment.

PRESENTER: Kevin Towes, Product Manager, Flash Media Server, Adobe
**welcome & opening keynote**

9:00 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.

Susan Panico, Senior Director, PlayStation Network

Susan Panico serves as Sony Computer Entertainment America’s senior director of the PlayStation Network (PSN), leading the team responsible for creating a dynamic hub for online and digital entertainment delivery services for the company. In her role as senior director, Susan oversees the network business strategy, operations, content strategy and marketing across PSN services, including the PlayStation Store and PlayStation Home. Panico has played an integral role in launching several groundbreaking services for PlayStation Network, including the video delivery service, the company’s first virtual and social gaming community, PlayStation Home, the company’s first original programming series, The Tester, and the newest subscription service, PlayStation Plus. Panico also works closely with the team to bring new content partners into the PlayStation Network.

**COFFEE BREAK**

10:00 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.

**A101 • Facebook: Transforming the Future of Online Media**

Join Facebook and other leading media companies to discuss new methods of distributing digital media assets to the largest social media platform in the world. Technologies covered by the panel include HTML5, adaptive streaming, authentication, live events, tablets, mobile and DRM. The panel also covers unique and highly targeted marketing opportunities to over 700 million global users of Facebook. Explore ways to transform social networking and digital media distribution into making mounds of cash.

MOTERATOR: Tim Napoleon, Co-Founder, President of Services, AllDigital

PANELISTS:
- Fred Santarpia, GM, VEVO
- Mitzi Reaugh, SVP, Strategy and Business Development, Miramax
- Steven Starr, CEO, CitizenGlobal
- Ben James, Client Partner, Global Marketing Solutions, Facebook

**B101 • How the Cable Industry is Changing the Way Video is Delivered**

Cable operators are pursuing a new market-based approach to enable IP delivery of cable TV services to consumer owned equipment. This session explains the benefits for subscribers and CE equipment manufacturers of new IP-based, in-home cable services and how market-based solutions are providing cable content directly to an expanding range of consumer owned equipment. Learn the role standards organizations play in the development of these platforms and the key technologies used to enable both the hybrid tru2way and direct IP solutions.

MOTERATOR: David Broberg, VP, Consumer Video Technology, Cable Television Laboratories

PANELISTS:
- John Civalletto, Executive Director, Video Technology, Cox Communications
- Steve Reynolds, SVP, Comcast Cable
- Chris Cholos, Director of Subscriber Equipment, Time Warner Cable

**C101 • How-To: Encoding for Adaptive Streaming**

This seminar identifies the most relevant adaptive streaming technologies and details the most critical factors for comparing them. Next, the seminar details how to choose the ideal number of streams and key encoding parameters. It provides an overview of options for encoding and serving the streams, and closes by describing techniques for serving multiple target platforms such as Flash and iDevices with one set of encoded H.264 files.

PRESIDENT: Jan Ozer, Principal, Doceo Publishing

**11:30 a.m. – 12:30 p.m.**

**A102 • Google TV Demo: The New World of Smart TVs**

Like the smartphone before it, the smart TV will bring a new layer of functionality to your existing home entertainment experiences. In this session, executives from Google examine the value the web will bring to TV, the opportunities for content providers and developers, and the common myths and misperceptions around smart TV. Attendees are given an overview of Google TV, including the latest developments on the platform, the killer apps, and what lies ahead.

PRESIDENT: Shanna Preve, Business Development Lead, Google TV

**B102 • Driving Video Views & Engagement With SEO and Social Media**

Thanks to social media platforms and search engine optimization, a tremendous opportunity exists in building new audiences and driving views via outside channels. In this session, speakers present and discuss the case for social video and video SEO. Additionally, panelists showcase real-life examples and case studies as well as provide expert guidance in terms of both planning for and implementing successful strategies and tactics to boost exposure and discoverability.

MOTERATOR: Mark Robertson, Founder, ReelSEO.com

PANELISTS:
- Aparna Chennapragad, Product Manager, Google Search
- Josh Warner, Founder, CEO, Feedcompany.com
- Travis Wright, Product Manager, Brightcove
- Patrick Starzan, VP, Marketing and Distribution, Funny Or Die

**C102 • Best Practices for Enterprise Communications**

One size doesn’t fit all when it comes to matching video delivery platforms with enterprise communication strategy. A town hall meeting with the CEO is very different from a geographically dispersed team meeting, and different technology requirements are needed for each. To further complicate things, all video delivery platforms have their strengths and weaknesses, and different departments in the organization often own different parts of the technologies and strategies. What’s a communicator to do? Learn from experts in corporate communications, event planning, and technology support about best practices for finding and using the right mix of video technologies to reach your audience most effectively.

MOTERATOR: Patty Perkins, Team Leader, Wells Fargo Creative Services Technology, Wells Fargo

PANELISTS:
- Mark Sherwood, Senior Director, Emerging Technology IT Group, Cisco
- Bryan Wallis, NASA Web Video Working Chair, NASA
- Jeff Miller, Digital Communication and Delivery Specialist, Toyota Motor Sales
- Andrea Doane, Manager, Employee Communications, GE

**12:30 p.m. – 1:45 p.m.**

**LUNCH BREAK**

**1:45 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.**

**A103 • Simplifying the Multiformat Video Workflow**

A variety of streaming formats—Silverlight, Flash, HLS, WebM—are generally required to serve the multitude of screens through which content is consumed. Each format can include separate workflows, storage components, and strate-
gies. Network-based media processing offers an increasingly popular approach to simplifying these workflows. How does packaging of media elements in the network (versus on the encoder) work? What are the benefits? What additional features are possible with network packaging (DRM, CAS, ad insertion)? Does this approach work for both small and large operations? This session answers these questions and shows various approaches to this new workflow methodology.

MODERATOR: Matt Smith, VP, OTT Strategy & Solutions, Envivio

PANELISTS:
- James Sherry, Senior Product Manager, CDN, Level 3 Communications
- Joe Einstein, VP, Production Services, AEG Digital Media
- Cyril Rickelton-Abdi, Sr. Director, Content Security & Piracy Management, Turner Broadcasting System
- Robert Longwell, VP, Video Operations, Digital Media, Disney/ABC Television Group

B103 ● An Open Dialogue Between Video Ad Buyers and Sellers

This session is designed to be a frank discussion with ad video buyers and sellers to discuss their perspective on what’s really working in the online video advertising industry. What matters more, content or audience? Is it one or the other, or does each approach present significant opportunities? Also, is video advertising still an industry of empty promises in regards to transparency? What specific expectations do buyers and sellers have around control, and how are they affecting the growth of their business?

MODERATOR: Teg Grenager, Co-Founder, VP, Product, adap.tv

PANELISTS:
- Radek Zemel, Sr. Product Planner, Rich Media & Video, Microsoft Advertising
- Andrew Budkofsky, EVP, Sales and Partnerships, Break Media
- Kelly Wingar, VP Ad Sales, Business Development, Directors Live
- JP Colaco, SVP, Advertising, Hulu

C103 ● The Digital Living Room

Join experts from all sectors of the digital video world to discuss the ever-changing topic of “The digital living room” and how content producers and creators, service providers, and other video web services will thrive in this new economy. What business opportunities lie in the coming surge of internet-connected TVs? What role does mobile video play in the future of the digital living room and streaming content in general? Come hear what technologies and services are poised to be the market’s biggest disruptors and how content owners, producers and distributors can capitalize on them.

MODERATOR: Michael Wolf, VP, GigaOM

PANELISTS:
- Chris Young, CEO, DBG
- Jeff Shultz, SVP, Business Development, Clicker
- Russ Schafer, Senior Director, Connected TV, Yahoo!
- Jason Spivak, SVP, Worldwide Digital Distribution, Sony Pictures Home Entertainment

Available at your local bookstore or call: (800) 300-9868 or (609) 654-6266

Dancing With Digital Natives

Edited by Michelle Manafy and Heidi Gautschi
2011/408 pp/hardcover
ISBN 978-0-910965-87-3 • $27.95
Ebook also available
www.infotoday.com
debate which of these two approaches will prove the best for monetizing the boom in online video.

MODERATOR: Richard Bloom, VP, Head of Publisher Network and Partnerships, AOL Video

PANELISTS:
Amir Ashkenazi, CEO, Founder, Adap.tv
Bernard Ho, GM, Video, IGN Entertainment
Richard Kennedy, SVP Business Development, blip.tv

B104 • How-To: Technical Set-Up of Live Streaming Production

This session provides tips and tricks, best practices, and lessons learned regarding the technical set-up of live streaming production. Learn how to stream multiple formats from a single encoder, use social networking overlays, leverage adaptive bitrate streaming, and transition between live streams from multiple camera angles using multi-encoder synchronization. Come learn how to deliver interactive, high-quality experiences for your next live event.

PRESENTER: Rob Roskin, Senior Manager, Video Operations and Emerging Technologies, MTV Networks

C104 • MPEG-DASH: Driving the Growth of Streaming Using the New HTTP Standard

The recently developed MPEG-DASH provides a standard specification for multimedia streaming over the Internet. In this session, we will discuss how MPEG-DASH is instrumental for the growth of the market and enables a common ecosystem of content and services supporting delivery to a broad range of devices such as PCs, TVs, laptops, set-top boxes, game consoles, tablets and mobile phones.

MODERATOR: Iraj Sodagar, Principle Program Manager, Microsoft

PANELISTS:
Mike Luby, VP, Technology, Qualcomm
Mark Watson, Senior Engineer, Netflix
Thierry Fautier, Sr. Director, Telco Solutions, Harmonic
Will Law, Principal Architect, Media Engineering, Akamai
David Price, VP, Compression Business Development, Ericsson

3:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m.

COFFEE BREAK in the exhibit hall

4:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m.

A105 • Traditional TV vs. the Connected Living Room — Who Will Win? (me)

With the confluence of content from new media, UGC, and web-based video producers along with traditional studios, cable companies, and TV stations, what technologies are necessary to bring all of this content together onto one internet-connected smart TV device? We’ve heard about the connected living room for years, but why has it not yet happened? What’s holding back mass adoption of smart TV technologies? Come get a look at how consumer demand, big media politics, and innovative new startups are coming together to make smart TV a reality.

MODERATOR: Mark Mangiola, Venture Partner, Canaan Partners

PANELISTS:
Gilles BianRosa, Founder, CEO, Fanhattan
Jeremy Toeman, Chief Product Officer, Dijit
Kyle Okamoto, Senior Manager of Product Portfolio, Verizon Digital Media Services

B105 • Making a Living on YouTube

Long gone are the days of cute kitten videos offering the only hope for “going viral,” but is it possible to make a living making YouTube videos? As the audience grows more savvy and technology more accessible, the quality of content that reaches the millions of views mark needs to be more engaging and of higher production value than ever before. Meet some of the creators who are reaching these milestones consistently, as well as advertisers trying to gain access to these creators’ huge audiences.

MODERATOR: Jenni Powell, Digital Content Coordinator, Relativity Media

PANELISTS:
Olga Kay, Content Creator, Actress
Benny Fine, Fine Brothers Productions
Rafi Fine, Fine Brothers Productions
Rob Jones, VP, Gaming Programming, Machinima
Brendan Gahan, Director of Social Media, Mekanism

C105 • How-To: Enterprise Video Case Studies

This session presents case studies from leading enterprise organizations showcasing their use and deployment of video for live and on-demand applications. Attendees can learn about webcasting workflows, on-demand applications, and ways enterprise companies are using video today to improve communications, increase efficiency, and enhance their businesses.

MODERATOR: Patty Perkins, Team Leader, Wells Fargo Creative Services Technology, Wells Fargo

PRESENTERS:
Mary Gallagher, VP, Administrative Services, Los Angeles Trade-Technical College
Steven Griffes, Manager, Broadcast Services, Global Communications Technology, General Motors Company
Scott Lawson, Business Systems Architect, QAD
This session focuses on what it takes to build up a library of quality content that will attract viewers. What’s the competition for content like among the leading streaming companies? What kinds of deals are they making with content owners? What kind of content is in/out of reach? These and other questions are answered by a panel of content syndicators as well as reps from the content companies that sell to them.

MODERATOR: G B201
President, CEO, chumby

PANELISTS:
Jon Orlin, Executive Producer, TechCrunch

A201 • Cranking Up the Content Machine
This session focuses on what it takes to build up a library of quality content that will attract viewers. What’s the competition for content like among the leading streaming companies? What kinds of deals are they making with content owners? What kind of content is in/out of reach? These and other questions are answered by a panel of content syndicators as well as reps from the content companies that sell to them.

MODERATOR: Andrew Wallenstein, TV Editor, Variety

PANELISTS:
John Penney, EVP, Strategy and Business Development, Starz
Derrick Oien, President, CEO, chumby

B201 • Best Practices for Live Streaming
Producers are taking advantage of new technologies, workflows, and production methods to create successful live events. This session discusses the entire webcasting workflow, including how to get the video signal from the site to end user; how to build an audience; when to use multi-bit rate streaming; strategies to consider for reaching mobile devices; and how to leverage social media platforms. Presenters on this session are the ones in the trenches, producing some of the live events you see on the web today.

MODERATOR: Jon Orlin, Executive Producer, TechCrunch

PANELISTS:
Dylan Armajani, Live Streaming Specialist, AOL
Alden Fertig, Product Manager, Broadcasting, Ustream
Pete Scott, VP, Emerging Media, Turner Sports
Adam Schneider, Live Event Producer

LOCATION KEY
All Streaming Media West conference sessions will take place on the California Level of the hotel.

KEYNOTES & TRACK A  I  Los Angeles Room
TRACK B  I  Beverly Hills Room  TRACK C  I  Pacific/Palisades Room

www.streamingmedia.com/west
12:45 p.m.

**Streaming Media Magazine’s Readers’ Choice Awards Luncheon**

MODERATOR: **Ashkan Karbasfrooshan**, CEO, WatchMojo.com

PANELISTS:
- **Dan Picch**, Product Manager, comScore
- **Greg Kampanis**, SVP, SouthPark Digital Studios
- **Eric Anderson**, VP, Content and Product Solutions, Samsung Electronics America

C203 • Connected Device and Platform Demos: Sling Media, Western Digital

As the number of broadband-enabled devices and platforms invading the living room continues to grow, lots of questions remain about their capabilities. In this session, company executives from Sling Media and Western Digital demo their newest platforms and devices. Attendees can see these devices and platforms in action, learn which content is available on them, and get their questions answered in a Q&A session.

PRESENTERS:
- **Amit Patel**, Business Development Manager, Branded Products, Western Digital
- **Mauricio Perez**, Lead, Product Integration, Sling Media

2:45 p.m. – 3:15 p.m.

**COFFEE BREAK** in the exhibit hall

3:15 p.m. – 4:15 p.m.

A204 • How Old Media Is Embracing Online Video and New Media

This session discusses how converging media technologies are redefining traditional distribution methods; how interactive and on-demand services are changing; and how entertainment and news video is being consumed on new platforms. Come hear from some of the leading publishers, broadcasters, and advertisers about the impact that video and new media is having upon their business models.

MODERATOR: **Troy Dreier**, Senior Associate Editor, StreamingMedia.com

PANELISTS:
- **Jeff Freund**, VP, GM, Web Content Management Group, Limelight Networks
- **Marco Parente**, Sr. Product Manager, Video, The Nielsen Company
- **Darren Feher**, CEO, Conviva
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Businesses of all sizes, all over the world, deploy these AT&T services to improve productivity, manage overall costs, and position themselves to take advantage of future technology enhancements.

American Express Open
200 Vesey Street
New York, NY 10285
PH: 212-640-2000
FAX: 212-640-4000
www.open.com

Booth No. 77
American Express Business Cards give you automatic access to the tools and resources that American Express OPEN has to offer, including benefits that can help you save money, gain control over your practice expenses, earn valuable rewards and much more.

Adobe
345 Park Avenue
San Jose, CA 95110
PH: 408-536-6000
FAX: 408-537-6000
www.adobe.com

Platinum Sponsor
Booth No. 25
The Adobe Flash Platform is the leading platform for creating expressive applications, content, and video that run consistently across operating systems and devices. Flash Player 10 was installed on more than 93% of computers in just the first 10 months since its release and reaches over 98% of internet-enabled desktops. Adobe Flash Media Server builds on this proven capability by delivering media to multiple platforms — including Apple iOS devices — with a choice of powerful protocols that can save significant bandwidth costs, open up new business opportunities and lighten network load. Adobe Flash Access software enables the best media experiences with protected delivery and real-time encryption of high-quality content. For more information about the Adobe Video Solutions visit http://www.adobe.com/products/flashmediaserver/.

AuthenTec, Inc.
100 Rialto Place, Suite 100
Melbourne, FL 32901
PH: 321-308-1300
www.authentec.com

Gold Sponsor
Booth No. 50
AuthenTec is the world’s #1 provider of fingerprint sensors, identity management software, and embedded security solutions. AuthenTec security and identity management solutions address enterprise, consumer and government applications for a growing base of top-tier global customers. Already shipped on hundreds of millions of devices, the company’s smart sensor products, software and embedded security solutions are used virtually everywhere, from the PC on your desk to the mobile device in your hand to the server in the cloud. AuthenTec offers developers and users secure and convenient ways to manage today’s rapidly evolving digital identities and security needs. AuthenTec’s complete security offering includes fingerprint sensors, identity management software, DRM solutions for content protection, and encryption hardware and software for mobile and networking applications. AuthenTec’s solutions ensure security and user identity from the client to the cloud, and are deployed by the world’s leading companies. For more information visit our website.

Balakam
13 Delovaya Stv
Nizhny Novgorod, 603163
Russia
PH: 8 (831) 272 2043
www.balakam.com

Corporate Sponsor
Balakam specializes in research and development in the field of web search technologies. The company created the cutting-edge live stream search service based on the patented search technology that allows users to find live broadcasting stations transmitting media content over the internet.

Amazon Web Services
410 Terry Ave. N
Seattle, WA 98109
PH: 206-266-1000
FAX: 206-266-1813
http://aws.amazon.com

Gold Sponsor
Booth No. 6
Built upon the same world-class technology that powers Amazon.com, Amazon Web Services (AWS) provides businesses with a reliable, easy-to-use, scale, low-cost computing platform “in the cloud.” Companies of all sizes, from all around the globe use AWS to build websites, store data, manage business processes, and deliver content.

Cisco
3390 Baltimore St.
San Diego, CA 92117
PH: 408-687-9083
www.cisco.com

Gold Sponsor
Booth No. 92
Cisco is redefining the online video experience with advanced solutions for preparing your digital media for delivery to any screen. The Cisco Media Processor Family provides best-in-class quality for live and real-time media such as live sports and 24-hour programming, while the Cisco Transcode Manager offers an innovative workflow management system that automates the entire file preparation process for video-on-demand. Both of these solutions are part of the comprehensive Cisco Videoscape portfolio that is helping create truly immersive video entertainment experiences for consumers everywhere.
Craze Productions is a digital music/video/movie distribution company, a leader in the field of online/apps/mobile streaming and monetization of content. Craze has rights to over 6,500 full length movies, plus videos, music tracks and TV programming. Ask about our white label solutions.

Booth No. 61
Craze Productions is a digital music/video/movie distribution company, a leader in the field of online/apps/mobile streaming and monetization of content. Craze has rights to over 6,500 full length movies, plus videos, music tracks and TV programming. Ask about our white label solutions.

Booth No. 68
Dolby Laboratories is the global leader in technologies that are essential elements in the best entertainment experiences. Founded in 1965 and best known for high-quality audio and surround sound, Dolby creates innovations that enrich entertainment at the movies, at home, or on the go. Visit our website for more information.

Booth No. 67
EZWebPlayer offers unlimited transcoding, bandwidth, and storage usage backed by Amazon Cloudfront. With unlimited video upload, privacy, and zero branding, EZWP offers numerous features with an ease of usability for non-tech users and unlimited streaming at a low monthly cost of $14.99.

Gold Sponsor
Booth No. 55
Envivio makes the world’s video content universally enjoyable by all viewers, on any device without the requirement to download or install player software. Products include Play MPE, Clipstream, and Radio Destiny.

Booth No. 12
DTS provides state-of-the-art audio technology to millions of licensed CE products worldwide, including home theaters, PCs, televisions, digital media players, smartphones and all Blu-ray capable devices. The company will showcase its high-definition multichannel audio for Blu-ray Discs, now powering connected entertainment, and DTS Express low bitrate audio codec for digital delivery, ideal for adaptive streaming.

Booth No. 83
Digital Rapids develops market-leading hardware and software solutions for capturing, encoding, transcoding, streaming and delivering content—with emphasis on the network-enabled platforms and workflows that have changed how audiences consume video. Digital Rapids products empower applications including IPTV, VOD, post production, web streaming, mobile video, corporate and government communications, education, archive and more.

Booth No. 33
Delivering any data, anywhere, anytime, EdgeCast is the world’s fastest and most reliable content delivery network. Designed to provide the fastest, smartest content delivery on the planet, EdgeCast consistently ranks among the top-performing CDNs in the industry.

RED CARPET INTERVIEWS

Visit the Red Carpet stage in the Exhibit Hall where StreamingmediaTV will be interviewing key speakers, attendees, and vendors. Much of what breaks at the show is announced here first! After the show, watch all the video interviews at www.streamingmedia.com/StreamingMediaTV. Have an announcement or a specific topic you’d like to discuss on StreamingMediaTV during the show? Email our Editor, erics@streamingmedia.com with your request … we’ll make you famous.

www.streamingmedia.com/west
any device, across any network, at any time. Our solutions for multi-screen video-over-IP delivery supply millions of streams to mobile phones, set-top boxes, and PCs on behalf of telecom, cable and satellite companies, content owners, terrestrial broadcasters and mobile services around the world.

FastSoft
257 S. Fair Oaks Avenue, Suite 110 Pasadena, CA 91105
PH: 626-357-7012
FAX: 626-357-7017
www.fastsoft.com

Gold Sponsor Booth No. 79

Come see how FastSoft’s E Series acceleration software ensures the best web video transport performance and eliminates buffer refresh pauses. FastSoft’s E Series boosts performance of not only video, but other origin-served content as well. The patented software is used by the largest companies on the web, providing increased online revenue and improved customer satisfaction. With FastSoft, users get a superior video experience without the need for browser plug-ins or special software clients. On the server-side, the E Series runs transparently to the network and all applications, with no need to modify servers or rewrite code. For more information visit our website.

Globecomm
45 Oser Avenue Hauppauge, NY 11788
PH: 631-231-9800
FAX: 631-231-1553
www.globecomm.com

Booth No. 90

Globecomm is a recognized leader in providing communications solutions globally. Our TEMPO Enterprise Media Platform allows the creation and management of an organization’s secure private networks for training, communications, and digital display with superior usability, interactivity, and quality. Our flexible network architecture allows us to craft the right solutions for your organization.

Sawmill
Flowerfire, Inc.
125 Water Street, Suite A1 Santa Cruz, CA 95060
PH: 831-425-1758
FAX: 831-604-1425
www.sawmill.net

Booth No. 59

Flowerfire, Inc. is the Santa Cruz-based developer of Sawmill, an advanced cross-platform log analytics software package. Sawmill features a web interface, persistent database, and powerful filtering and zooming features, with detailed reports and graphs. Sawmill supports MMS, Flash, QTSS, SHOUTcast, Wowza, and over 800 other log formats.

Front Porch Digital
Front Porch Digital, Inc.
2011 Cherry St., #202
Louisville, KY 40202
PH: 502-446-7900
FAX: 502-446-7114
www.fpdigital.com

Corporate Sponsor

Front Porch Digital is the global leader in content storage management (CSM) solutions and, with the 2008 acquisition of SAMMA Systems, it is now the global leader in the migration and preservation of videotape to digital files as well. Having merged operations with SAMMA, Front Porch provides an end-to-end solution for cost-effectively digitizing, accessing, and preserving media past, present, and future. Front Porch Digital now can accelerate migration of vulnerable videotape — on an unprecedented, global scale — to optimize and secure digital storage.

Harmonic
Harmonic, Inc.
4300 North First Street San Jose, CA 95134
PH: 800-788-1330
www.harmonicinc.com

Booth No. 26

Harmonic, Inc. offers a broad, market-leading portfolio of video infrastructure solutions, spanning content production to multi-screen video delivery. Harmonic customers can efficiently create, prepare and deliver high-quality, differentiated video services over broadcast, cable, internet, mobile, satellite and telecom networks, while simplifying end-to-end asset management, reducing costs and streamlining workflows.

Grass Valley
Grass Valley
15655 SW Greystone Ct.
Beaverton, OR 97006
PH: 503-526-8200
FAX: 503-526-8109
www.grassvalley.com

Booth No. 73

For more than 50 years, Grass Valley has been, and continues to be, at the forefront of on-air innovation. Our comprehensive portfolio spans a wide range of sophisticated solutions satisfying the needs of broadcasters, TV production facilities, and professional video users throughout the world. When the world is watching, Grass Valley is there!
Mushroom Networks provides live video streaming solutions over bonded cellular wireless connections for the broadcasting and webcasting industries. Mushroom Networks' award winning broadband bonding technologies enable high-quality, low-latency and very reliable video streaming.

Booth No. 76
Mushroom Networks
5703 Oberlin Dr., #208
San Diego, CA 92121
PH: 858-452-1031
FAX: 858-452-1035
www.mushroomnetworks.com

Level 3 Communications, LLC
1025 Eldorado Blvd.
Broomfield, CO 80021
PH: 720-888-1000
FAX: 720-888-2804
www.level3.com

Corporate Sponsor
With one of the world's largest IP backbones, Level 3 provides reliable, high-capacity bandwidth to meet growing traffic demand from customers with rich media applications. Level 3 offers Internet connectivity in 180 markets in addition to a comprehensive suite of network services that provide building blocks for its customers' diverse service offerings. Level 3 has the scale, performance and service portfolio to support content delivery solutions as its customers' network needs evolve.

Booth No. 30
Mushroom Networks
5703 Oberlin Dr., #208
San Diego, CA 92121
PH: 858-452-1031
FAX: 858-452-1035
www.mushroomnetworks.com

KenCast provides TV producers with compact professional solutions to transmit live streams from event locations using bonded 3G/4G IP network, in both turnkey system format or as a ready-to-go cloud service. Producers can immediately build a global business on KenCast's VOTM E-commerce infrastructure with minimum cost.

Booth No. 87
Kaltura Inc.
200 Park Avenue South
Suite 1516
New York, NY 10003
PH: 646-290-5445
FAX: 646-349-5999
www.kaltura.com

Kaltura provides the world’s first open source online video platform. Over 150,000 publishers are using Kaltura’s flexible platform to enhance their websites with advanced video functionalities including video publishing, management, syndication, monetization, analysis, content uploading and remixing. Kaltura is the only platform that offers both hosted and on-premises video solutions.

Booth No. 78
Kaltura
200 Park Avenue South
Suite 1516
New York, NY 10003
PH: 646-290-5445
FAX: 646-349-5999
www.kaltura.com

Level(3) Communications, LLC
1025 Eldorado Blvd.
Broomfield, CO 80021
PH: 720-888-1000
FAX: 720-888-2804
www.level3.com

Corporate Sponsor
With one of the world’s largest IP backbones, Level 3 provides reliable, high-capacity bandwidth to meet growing traffic demand from customers with rich media applications. Level 3 offers Internet connectivity in 180 markets in addition to a comprehensive suite of network services that provide building blocks for its customers’ diverse service offerings. Level 3 has the scale, performance and service portfolio to support content delivery solutions as its customers’ network needs evolve.

Booth No. 30
Mushroom Networks
5703 Oberlin Dr., #208
San Diego, CA 92121
PH: 858-452-1031
FAX: 858-452-1035
www.mushroomnetworks.com

KenCast provides TV producers with compact professional solutions to transmit live streams from event locations using bonded 3G/4G IP network, in both turnkey system format or as a ready-to-go cloud service. Producers can immediately build a global business on KenCast’s VOTM E-commerce infrastructure with minimum cost.

Booth No. 87
Kaltura Inc.
200 Park Avenue South
Suite 1516
New York, NY 10003
PH: 646-290-5445
FAX: 646-349-5999
www.kaltura.com

Kaltura provides the world’s first open source online video platform. Over 150,000 publishers are using Kaltura’s flexible platform to enhance their websites with advanced video functionalities including video publishing, management, syndication, monetization, analysis, content uploading and remixing. Kaltura is the only platform that offers both hosted and on-prem video solutions.
and security. Regardless of audience size, viewer device, or network configuration, Qumu simply makes video work. Only Qumu delivers the freedom to work with existing infrastructure; the power to reach everyone; and the control to do it right.

SeaWell Networks, Inc.
6436 NE 24th Avenue
Portland, OR 97211
PH: 917-698-4195
FAX: 801-501-8650
www.seawellnetworks.com

Gold Sponsor
Booth No. 41

The Helix Media Delivery Platform from RealNetworks is an end-to-end streaming media solution that is multi-format, multi-platform, multi-screen and multi-lingual. The Helix products provide a high-quality, scalable digital media experience. With Helix Producer, Helix Universal Media Server, Helix Media Library, and RealPlayer Enterprise — the core components of the platform — organizations can create, deliver, manage and playback content.

Sorenson Media
13961 Minuteman Drive, Suite 100
Draper, UT 84020
PH: 801 501 8650
FAX: 801 939 8188
www.sorensonmedia.com

Booth No. 88

Sorenson Media provides an ecosystem of software & services — everything businesses need for online video, in the highest quality.

Teradek, LLC
34B Mauchly
Irving, CA 92618
PH: 888-941-2111
FAX: 888-941-2111
www.teradek.com

Gold Sponsor
Booth No. 14

Teradek is a world leader in miniature HD H.264 codecs, used for live video production, broadcast contribution and distribution. Teradek’s Cube, camera-top HD video encoder transmits 1080p H.264@L4 over Ethernet, Wi-Fi or cellular networks, and has built-in support for streaming to iPads, CDNs, or MPEG-TS decoders. Cube is the go-to solution for video assist on movie sets, ENG backhaul over the internet.
EXHIBITORS & sponsors

companies to ingest content once and deliver to any internet-connected device, any time, anywhere, while providing dynamic ad integration and real-time analytics across any platform.

VIDIZMO LLC
47378 Westwood Pl.
Sterling, VA 20165
PH: 571-969-2180
FAX: 703-783-0775
www.vidizmo.com

Booth No. 27
VIDIZMO is a business video platform and portal for corporate video, communication, marketing, training and learning. Businesses, government, education, and Healthcare can equally benefit with VIDIZMO’s live and on-demand video presentations with quizzes, polls and surveys and extensive analytics. Issue completion certificates on viewing, know who watched what and how much. Silverlight, Flash and HTML5 Support. Connect on-premises enterprise single sign-on, SharePoint and CRM with VIDIZMO in the cloud. VIDIZMO is available as cloud, on-premises and hybrid solution. Please visit our website.

Verizon Digital Media Services
Verizon Center
One Verizon Way
Basking Ridge, NJ 07920
PH: 770-234-4082
www.verizonbusiness.com/vdms

Corporate Sponsor
Verizon Digital Media Services is creating a platform transcending anything in the industry. Verizon is putting unprecedented capital, resources, and innovation into digital media transformation, management, and distribution required to fulfill the promise of the digital media boom. The result is a unified solution across the entire digital-media supply chain.

VisualOn, Inc.
4675 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Suite 200
Santa Clara, CA 95051
PH: 408-244-8801
FAX: 408-244-8806
www.visualon.com

Booth No. 48
VisualOn, a leading multimedia software company, provides solutions that greatly simplify content delivery on a

HTML5, Codecs & Web Standards, Over-the-Top, SEO, Application Trends & the Video Stack?

All I want is a good video on my site that describes my business.

Don’t sweat it, we’ll get you through this. Online video is easier than you think.

With how-to articles, tutorials, and reviews, we’ll show you how to harness and integrate online video easily into your online strategy. Sign up for our free weekly newsletter at www.onlinevideo.net/newsletter.

It’s StreamingMedia.com, for the rest of us.

2 words, 1 website.

www.streamingmedia.com/west
diverse range of mobile devices. These include Android, iOS, Windows, Symbian, and other platforms. The solutions enhance video quality, optimize power/performance, and enable content security. Several of the most popular video applications use VisualOn.

**Wowza Media Systems**
1153 Bergen Parkway, #181
Evergreen, CO 80439
PH: 888-778-7997
FAX: 408-904-5396
www.wowzamedia.com

**Booth No. 23**
Wowza Media Systems is the “Any Screen Done Right” media server software company. More than 80,000 global licensees use Wowza Media Server software for delivering content to desktop, mobile and living room users across many media platforms — Flash, Silverlight, Apple iOS, Android, BlackBerry, IPTV/OTT set-top boxes and more.

**Voped**
19415 Deerfield Avenue, Suite 212
Lansdowne, VA 20176
PH: 703-858-0199
FAX: 571-223-0052
www.voped.com

**Booth No. 68**
VOPED, the video platform solutions company, offers applications and services to manage, publish, and monetize online video. VOPED’s turnkey online pay per view system for live streaming and VOD delivers streaming revenue over mobile and Roku. Now with Facebook integration. Get the most affordable, feature-rich online video platform.

**XO Communications**
13865 Sunrise Valley Drive
Herndon, VA 20171
PH: 703-547-2621
FAX: 703-547-2180
www.xo.com

**Gold Sponsor**
**Booth No. 69**
XO Communications is a leading nationwide provider of advanced IP communications, hosted IT and managed network solutions for enterprises, government, carriers and service providers. Its customers include more than half of the Fortune 500, in addition to leading cable companies, carriers, content providers and mobile network operators. Utilizing its unique combination of high-capacity nationwide and metro fiber networks and broadband wireless capabilities, XO Communications offers customers a broad range of services with proven performance, scalability and value in more than 85 metropolitan markets across the U.S. and more than 45 countries worldwide.

**NETWORKING RECEPTION IN THE EXHIBIT HALL**

Sponsored by Adobe

Tuesday, November 8 5:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Join your fellow conference attendees, speakers, and exhibitors on Tuesday evening for a special networking reception. Enjoy light hors d’oeuvres and drinks while getting a firsthand look at the leading software, hardware, and network solutions and services in the streaming media industry.